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ABSTRACT
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) architectures based on recent tech-
nology advances (e.g., Hybrid Memory Cube) demonstrate great
potential for graph processing. However, existing solutions did
not address the key challenge of graph processing—irregular data
movements.

This paper proposes GraphQ, an improved PIM-based graph
processing architecture over recent architecture Tesseract, that fun-
damentally eliminates irregular data movements. GraphQ is inspired
by ideas from distributed graph processing and irregular applica-
tions to enable static and structured communication with runtime
and architecture co-design. Specifically, GraphQ realizes: 1) batched
and overlapped inter-cube communication by reordering vertex pro-
cessing order; 2) streamlined intra-cube communication by using
heterogeneous cores for different access types. Moreover, to tackle
the discrepancy between inter-cube and inter-node bandwidth, we
propose a hybrid execution model that performs additional local
computation during the inter-node communication. This model
is general enough and applicable to asynchronous iterative algo-
rithms that can tolerate bounded stale values. Putting all together,
GraphQ simultaneouslymaximizes intra-cube, inter-cube, and inter-
node communication throughput. In a zSim-based simulator with
five real-world graphs and four algorithms, GraphQ achieves on
average 3.3× and maximum 13.9× speedup, 81% energy saving com-
pared with Tesseract. We show that increasing memory size in PIM
also proportionally increases compute capability: a 4-node GraphQ
achieves 98.34× speedup compared with a single node with the
same memory size and conventional memory hierarchy.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computer systems organization→ Parallel architectures; •
Hardware→ 3D integrated circuits; Emerging architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graphs capture relationships between data items, such as interac-
tions or dependencies. Graph analytics have emerged as an impor-
tant way to understand the relationships between heterogeneous
types of data, allowing data analysts to draw valuable insights from
patterns in the data for a wide range of applications, including ma-
chine learning tasks [69], natural language processing [4, 20, 70],
anomaly detection [52, 62, 68], clustering [55, 58], recommenda-
tion [17, 21, 38, 44], social influence analysis [9, 63, 67], bioinfor-
matics [3, 16, 29].

To improve programmability, graph-oriented programmingmodel,
e.g., vertex program [26, 40, 43] can easily express graph algorithms
by allowing programmers to “think as the vertex”. Programmers
can express algorithms in vertex and edge function based on neigh-
bor vertices. A graph can be represented as an adjacency matrix,
where each element represents an edge between a source and a
destination. Typically, the adjacency matrix is sparse and stored
in compressed representation. One example is Compressed Sparse
Row (CSR), which has three arrays: 1) vertex array stores vertices
sequentially with each entry pointing to the start of the vertex’s
outgoing edge list; 2) edge array stores the edges of each vertex
sequentially; and 3) compute array keeps the updates of the desti-
nation vertex when each edge is processed. The accesses to vertex
and edge array are mostly sequential, but accesses to compute ar-
ray are random. Moreover, graph algorithms require high memory
bandwidth since they perform a small amount of computation on
randomly accessed data.

In essence, the two problems are both irregular data movements
in conventional memory hierarchy. Processing-In-Memory (PIM)
can reduce data movement between memory and computation by
placing computing logic inside memory dies. Though once believed
to be impractical, PIM recently becomes an attractive architec-
ture due to the emerging 3D stacked memory technology, such as
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Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [12] and High Bandwidth Memory
(HBM) [31]. In general, the architecture is composed of multiple
memory cubes connected by external links (e.g., SerDes links in
HMC with 120GB/s per link). Within each cube, multiple DRAM
dies are stacked with Through Silicon Via (TSV) and provide higher
internal memory bandwidth up to 320GB/s. At the bottom of the
dies, computation logic (e.g., simple cores) can be embedded. Per-
forming computation at in-memory compute logic can reduce data
movements in memory hierarchy. More importantly, PIM provides
“memory-capacity-proportional” bandwidth and scalability.

Tesseract [1] is a PIM-based graph processing architecture that
supports vertex programming model with architectural primitives
to enable inter-cube communication. GraphP [72] is another archi-
tecture that co-designs the programming model and architecture to
reduce inter-cube communication. The two schemes only reduce
data movement but did not change its irregular nature, which has
two implications.

The first problem is the high overhead in handling small mes-
sages in inter-cube communication with unpredictable arrival time.
This communication is determined by graph partition, i.e., the graph
data is partitioned into memory cubes. For an edge, if source and
destination vertices are assigned to different cubes, inter-cube com-
munication is required to update the corresponding remote compute
array entry. Such communication is unpredictable since it depends
on the processing order of destination vertices. In Tesseract, remote
cubes handles inter-cube message with interrupt and executes a
function to perform the update. Due to the unpredictable message
arrival time, it incurs performance overhead since the receiver
cube’s local execution is interrupted. In addition, it will lead to load
imbalance since some cube can receive more messages. It is ideal if
each cube knows when the messages will arrive from which source.

Second, processing cores in a cube perform both sequential ac-
cesses to vertex and edge array and random accesses to compute
array. This access pattern destructs cache locality with interfer-
ence. Moreover, locality is further affected by performing remote
compute array update requests during inter-cube communication.

Third, all prior architectures are based on a single PIM node.
To support multi-node, while vertex programming model requires
no change, the runtime system can be transparently extended to
map remote destination vertex updates to either inter-cube or inter-
node communication, the key challenge is the substantial lower
bandwidth of inter-node communication (6GB/s) compared to inter-
cube (120GB/s) and intra-cube (360GB/s) communication.

To address the challenges, this paper proposes GraphQ, an im-
proved PIM-based graph processing architecture over the recent
architecture Tesseract that eliminates irregular data movements.
GraphQ is inspired by ideas from distributed graph processing and
irregular applications to enable static and structured communica-
tion with runtime and architecture co-design. Specifically, GraphQ
realizes: 1) batched and overlapped inter-cube communication by
reordering vertex processing order; 2) streamlined inter-cube com-
munication by using heterogeneous cores for different access types
to eliminate the interference. Moreover, GraphQ is the first PIM-
based graph processing architecture that supports multi-node. To
tackle the discrepancy between inter-cube and inter-node commu-
nication bandwidth, we propose a hybrid execution model that
is a midpoint between synchronous and asynchronous execution,

performing additional local iterations during the long inter-node
communication. This model is general enough and can be applied
to asynchronous iterative algorithms tolerate bounded stale val-
ues [66]. Putting all together, GraphQ simultaneously maximizes
intra-cube, inter-cube, and inter-node communication throughput.
No code modification is required since the runtime system trans-
parently realizes the ideas with minor architecture supports.

GraphH [13] is another PIM graph processing architecture that
uses interconnection reconfiguration and relies on the host proces-
sor to control the switch status of all connections. Perhaps it is most
closely related since it also reduces the irregularity of inter-cube
data movement. Unlike GraphQ, GraphH only improves inter-cube
communication and is purely implemented in hardware and cannot
enjoy the flexibility of our co-designed approach.

We evaluate GraphQ with a zSim-based simulator using five real-
world graphs and four algorithms, the results show that GraphQ
achieves on average 3.3× and maximum 13.9× speedup, 81% energy
saving compared with Tesseract. Comparing with GraphP, GraphQ
achieves more speedup to Tesseract. With the hybrid model, a
4-node GraphQ achieves an average speedup of 2.98× compared
with single-node GraphQ, and 98.34× speedup compared with a
single node with the samememory size using conventional memory
hierarchy.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATIONS
2.1 Basics of Graph Processing

Table 1: Vertex Programming APIs

Function Input Output

processEdge source vertex value partial update
reduce reduced/partial update reduced update
apply reduced update/old value new value

1 for (v ← Graph.vertices) {

2 for (e ← outEdges(v)) {

3 res = processEdge(e, v.value, ...)

4 u ← comp[e.dest]

5 u.temp = reduce(u.temp, res)

6 }

7 }

8 for (v ← Graph.vertices) {

9 v.value, v.active = apply(comp[v].temp, v.value)

10 }

Figure 1: Vertex Programming Model
A graph G is defined as an ordered pair (V ,E), where V is a set

of vertices connected by E, a set of edges. To ease the development
of graph algorithms, several domain-specific programming models
based on “think like a vertex” principle are proposed, such as vertex
program [40], gather-apply-scatter program [19], amorphous data-
parallel program [51] and some other frameworks [57]. Among
them, vertex program is supported by many software and hardware
accelerated graph processing frameworks, including Tesseract [1],
GraphLab [39], and Graphicionado [22]. Figure 1 lists the semantics
of three APIs of vertex program. Figure 1 shows a general graph
application expressed with these primitives.
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Figure 2: Processing-In-Memory Architecture

During processing, each vertex in vertex array is visited and all its
outgoing edges in edge array are processed, involving three steps. 1)
process: for each outgoing edge e of vertex v, function processEdge
computes the contribution of source vertex v through edge e to
the destination vertex u (accessed in line 4). 2) reduce: from the
perspective of u, a new update returned by processEdge (res) is
combined using a reduce function with the existing value of u in
compute array, i.e., u.temp, incurring a random access. 3) apply:
after the whole graph is processed in an iteration, the new value
of each vertex in compute array is applied to vertex array with
the apply function. In an iterative graph algorithm, the procedure
repeats multiple iterations until certain convergence condition has
been reached.

We can summarize two characteristics of graph processing: ran-
dom accesses to compute array (line 4); the high ratio of memory
accesses to computation (processEdge is typically simple). As a
result, graph algorithms incur random accesses and require high
memory bandwidth.

2.2 Processing-In-Memory
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) architecture reduces data movements
by performing computations close to where the data are stored.
3D memory technologies (e.g., Hybrid Memory Cubes (HMC) [12]
and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [31]) make PIM feasible by
integrating memory dies and compute logic in the same package,
achieving high memory bandwidth and low latency.

Similar to Tesseract and GraphP, this paper considers a general
PIM architecture (shown in Figure 2) that captures key features
of specific PIM implementations. The architecture is composed of
multiple cubes connected by external links (e.g., SerDes links in
HMC with 120GB/s per link). Within each cube, multiple DRAM
dies are stacked with Through Silicon Via (TSV) and provide higher
internal memory bandwidth up to 320GB/s. At the bottom of the
dies, computational logics (e.g., simple cores) could be embedded.
In Tesseract [1], a small single-issue in-order core is placed at the
logic die of each vault. It is feasible because the area of 32 ARM
Cortex-A5 processors including an FPU (0.68 mm2 for each core [5])
corresponds to only 9.6% of the area of an 8 Gb DRAM die area (e.g.,
226 mm2 [56]). GraphQ assumes the same setting. With 16 cubes,
the whole system delivers 5 TB/s memory bandwidth, considerably
larger than conventional memory systems. Moreover, the memory
bandwidth grows proportionally with capacity in a scalable manner.

2.3 PIM-Based Graph Processing
Tesseract [1] is a PIM-based graph processing accelerator with 16
cubes. Tesseract provides low-level primitives to support vertex
program model. For each vertex, the program iterates over all its
edges/neighbors and executes a put function for each of them. The
signature of this put function is put(id, void* func, void*
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Figure 3: Tesseract Communication and Access Pattern

arg, size_t arg_size, void* prefethch_addr). It executes a
function call func with argument arg on the id-th cube, therefore
it could be either 1) a remote call if the destination vertex resides
on a different cube from source vertex; or otherwise 2) a local
function call. In the end, a barrier ensures that all operations in
one iteration are performed before the next iteration.

Figure 3 (a) shows the inter-cube communication in an adja-
cency matrix view, where the rows and columns correspond to the
source and destination vertex of edges, and each dot is an edge. All
vertices are partitioned among four cubes—each cube is assigned
to a set of rows. The circled dot represents an edge from a vertex
in cube 0 to a vertex in cube 2: (vi → vj ), which corresponds to an
inter-cube message from cube 0 to cube 2. Thus, each edge across
cubes incurs such a message and the destination cube is determined
by the graph structure (e.g., the destination of the edge). These small
and irregular inter-cube messages are generated during execution
to unpredictable destination cube at any time.

On the receiver side, the core is interrupted to execute the remote
function, incurring overhead due to context switch. Tesseract uses
batching to mitigate interrupt overhead by buffering the received
remote function calls in a queue and executing multiple functions
together at certain point later. It can be seen as the square in Figure 3
(a): the functions corresponding to the edges inside the square are
executed in batch by a core in remote cube. Due to the large number
of inter-cube messages, batches generated are too small to offset
the performance impact of interrupt overhead.

Moreover, irregular communication between cubes may incur
imbalanced load and hardware utilization. Due to graph-dependent
communication pattern, when messages are sent to the same cube
from different senders, its message queues may become full and put
backpressure on the network to prevent senders from generating
more messages. In this case, cores in the receiver cube will be
overwhelmed by handling remote function call requests without
making progress in processing its local data.

Finally, the dynamic communication pattern leads to excessive
energy consumption of inter-cube links. To save energy, each inter-
cube link can be set to a low-power state (e.g., the Power-Down
mode in HMC [23]). However, this optimization is not applicable
to the scenario when the message can be sent at any time.

Figure 3 shows the problem with intra-cube data movement.
If the destination of an edge is in the local cube, a local apply
is performed, which incurs random accesses and causes locality
interference. Specifically, accesses to vertex array (❶) and edge
array (❷) are sequential reads. However, the accesses to compute
array for the destination vertices are random (❸). Besides, remote
function call also incur random accesses.
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GraphH [13] shares some similarity with GraphQ on reducing
irregularity of inter-cube communication, we defer the comparison
to Section 3.4 after a thorough explanation of ideas of GraphQ.

2.4 Lessons Learned and Design Principles
We believe that an efficient PIM-based architecture should ideally
satisfy three requirements. First, inter-cube communication should
be predictable, i.e., each cube should know exactlywhen the message
will arrive from which source cube. This would largely eliminate
the interrupt overhead in the current designs. There will be still
overhead on the receiving cube side to execute the remote function,
but these operations will not interfere with the current processing
on that cube since they happen at known times. Second, inter-
cube data movement should be handled by heterogeneous cores in a
decoupled manner due to the different access patterns. It is critical
to reduce interference given that data from different array share
the same cache. Third, the multi-node PIM-based graph processing
architecture must efficiently handle the large discrepancy of inter-
node, inter-cube, and intra-cube bandwidth. The bottom line is that
the design should achieve speedup over the conventional memory
hierarchy with the same memory size when the graph data are
distributed into the PIMs of all nodes.

3 GRAPHQ ARCHITECTURE
We propose GraphQ, the first multi-node PIM-based graph process-
ing architecture built on the recent work Tesseract. Our solution is
inspired by techniques in distributed graph processing and irregular
applications, but they have never been applied and investigated in
the context of PIM. To mitigate the interrupt handling overhead,
GraphQ uses predictable inter-cube communication, which is sup-
ported by simple reordering of edge processing order according to
graph partition in cubes. To enable efficient intra-cube data move-
ment, we divide the cores in a cube into two heterogeneous groups.
To hide long inter-node communication latency, we propose a hy-
brid execution model to perform additional local computations
during inter-node communication.

3.1 Predictable Inter-Cube Communication
Batched CommunicationWe propose an execution model that
supports predictable and batched communication, which is enabled
by two key ideas. Shown in Figure 4, the reduce step is performed in
the source cube. For each edge, instead of sending the function and
parameters to a remote cube, the source cube locally reduces the
values for each destination vertex. In the matrix view, the reduced
value is generated in the cube of the source vertices of edges in the
same column. Second, we generate all messages for the same remote
cube together, so that they can be naturally batched. We partition
the whole matrix into blocks, each of which contains the edges that
will contribute to the batched message between a pair of cubes. For
example, the third block in the first row will generate a batched
message from cube 0 to cube 2.

In GraphQ, apply step in each cube is performed by reducing
(N − 1) batched messages from other cubes, where N is the num-
ber of cubes. In our example, N = 4, the cube 2 will reduce the
three batched messages in different colors and then update its local
vertices with new values.
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Rounded Execution The batched communication enables new
optimization to support the overlap of communication and compu-
tation with balanced execution. The insight is illustrated in Figure 5.
We use the (cube_id, block_id) pair to indicate the source and desti-
nation of the batched messages. The order of batched messages is
determined by the order of blocks in each cube (from left to right
in the figure). For example, cube 1 should first process the block
(1,2), which will generate a batched message from cube 1 to cube
2. We call this execution model as rounded execution, where each
iteration is divided intoM rounds,M is the number of cubes. The
rounded execution is synchronous, which means that all cubes have
to finish one round before entering the next. With four cubes, there
are in total four rounds. The key insight is that, after one round,
each cube will only generate one batched message for one remote
cube. Following this principle, the destination cubes should be “in-
terleaved”: in the first round, cube 0 generates a message to cube 1,
cube 1 generates a message to cube 2, etc. With the starting rounds
in all cubes determined, it is easy to derive the others: each cube
only need to process the increasing rounds after the first one. For
the first (M − 1) rounds, the destinations of batched messages are
organized in a circulant manner. The last round is the same for all
cubes: they process the block that will generate only local updates
and no inter-cube messages.

At the end of each round, a barrier ensures that all cubes receive
the batched message. When all batched messages are received in all
cubes, they perform reduce, which accumulate the updates from the
source cube. After that, the batchedmessage buffer can be reclaimed
and is available to be used by the next round. Therefore, only one
receive message buffer is needed for each cube. Since rounds are
executed synchronously, the load imbalance among different cubes
in the same round may increase execution time. We study this
effect by comparing the sum of maximum cube computation in
each round (for rounded execution) with the maximum of the sum
of cube computation in all rounds (for no rounded execution). For
graphs used in our evaluation, we report the results in Section 5.

In summary, rounded execution enables balanced execution with
two properties: a) the batched messages from previous round can
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Figure 6: Example of GraphQ
be overlapped with the execution of the current round, so the
messages can be sent in the non-blocking manner; and b) each cube
only receives one batched message in one round, so only one receive
buffer is needed. Note that the irregular inter-cube communication
cannot achieve full overlapping, it is the fundamental difference
between GraphQ and GraphP/Tesseract. In fact, GraphP tried the
idea of overlapping but the results showed that benefits are little.
Therefore, GraphP and GraphQ are orthogonal.

Figure 6 shows a concrete example based on a small graph. Sup-
pose we have three cubes, the vertices partitioned into each cube are
indicated with different colors. On the right, we show the vertices
and edges assigned to each cube. The edges processed in different
rounds are shown in the color of the destination cube. The edge
sets processed in each cube/round are also shown below.
Preprocessing Preprocessing is common for all graph processing
frameworks, including both Tesseract and GraphQ. There are two
common preprocessing steps: (1) convert graph in text format, e.g.,
SNAP (Stanford Network Analysis Project) format [35] or Matrix
Market format [48], to binary graph data structure, e.g., CSR (Com-
pressed Sparse Row); (2) partition the graph among cubes. GraphQ
requires an additional step to group edge block for each round
together to enable batched communication. This incurs small over-
head because it does not require an extra iteration over the input.
Specifically, during graph partition, we can maintain an edge list
for each remote cube, each edge is placed into the corresponding
edge list based on its destination vertex. In the end, the edge lists
are concatenated together to generate the new combined edge list
for each cube.

For graphs used in the simulation, the total preprocessing time
is within 3 seconds in a single-thread implementation. Table 2
compares preprocessing time of several large graphs in seconds
between GraphQ and Tesseract, we can see that the overhead for
both schemes are low, considering it is a an one-time overhead that
can be amortized over executions. The difference between the two is
the additional overhead due to edge reordering in GraphQ, e.g., for
R-MAT-Scale27, GraphQ requires about additional 10s to preprocess
the graph. The increases in all three large graphs are less than 10%.
In general, the one-time preprocessing time and execution time of
graph processing systems are reported separately [11, 19, 73].

Table 2: Preprocessing overhead for large graph datasets

Graphs |V | |E | Tesseract GraphQ
Twitter-2010 [28] (TW) 42M 1.5B 36.7 39.7
Friendster [34] (FR) 66M 1.8B 53.5 58.2

R-MAT-Scale27 [10] (R27) 134M 4.3B 130.2 140.2

3.2 Decoupled Intra-Cube Data Movements
We put the intra-cube architecture of GraphQ in the same context
with the conventional multicore and Tesseract. Figure 8 (a) shows

Figure 7: GraphQ Intra-Cube Architecture

a conventional multicore architecture, where a last-level shared
cache is placed below private caches. While shared cache facilitates
the inter-core communication, it causes a series of issues, including
data races which require atomic operations/locks, and coherence
protocol. Given the poor locality of graph processing applications,
conventional cache hierarchy is not effective.

In comparison, Tesseract eliminates the shared cache and only
use a small private cache for each core and a simple prefetcher, as
shown in Figure 8 (b). Without the shared cache, Tesseract uses
message passing for intra-cube communication, using the same
mechanism as inter-cube communication. Specifically, each core
has a message queue, a global router of each cube inspects the local
message queues and sends messages to any core (local or remote) in
the system. Without a shared cache, write accesses directly update
memory. Since atomic operations and locks are much slower in
memory, Tesseract avoids using them by assigning a disjoint set of
vertices for each cube to update.

The intra-cube architecture of GraphQ is shown in Figure 8 (c),
which has two key differences compared with Tesseract. First, inter-
cube and intra-cube data movements are handled separately. For
inter-cube communication, batch messages are generated in batch
message buffer in memory and sent by routers in our runtime sys-
tem (see Section 4.3). Intra-cube messages are handled by message
queues and local routers, because the message source and desti-
nation are within the same cube. Second, sequential and random
accesses are processed separately.

We divide the cores in the same cube into two groups: Process
Units (PUs), which execute processEdge function and generate
update messages, involving sequential vertex and edge reads in
vertex/edge array; and Apply Units (AUs), which directly receive
messages from PUs and perform reduce and apply function, in-
volving random accesses to vertices in compute array. This organi-
zation eliminates locality interference. Moreover, we replace the
private cache attached to each AU with scratchpad memory (SPM),
serving as a buffer of vertex values with contiguous ID. Each AU
randomly accesses on-chip SPM, which provides shorter latency
and higher bandwidth than L1 cache. At the end of a round, the
batched message is ready in SPM and can be written sequentially
to batched message buffer in memory. While the functionalities
of PUs and AUs are different, they are actually a subset of a more
general core in Tesseract. For larger graphs when all destination
vertices can not fit into SPMs, we will have sub-partitions (more
details in Section 4.3.2). The ratio between PUs and AUs are deter-
mined empirically and we show the performance of different ratios
in Section 5.5.
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Figure 8: Intra-Cube Architecture Comparison
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Figure 9: Hybrid Execution Model

3.3 Tolerating Inter-Node Latency
The key challenge of multi-node PIM system is the long inter-node
communication latency. Due to the large gap shown in Figure 2, the
conventional communication and computation overlapping cannot
fully hide such long latency. Figure 9 (a) shows the scenario when
the idea of batched and overlapped communication in Section 3.1 is
applied to inter-node communication. Unfortunately, the execution
of next iteration finishes long before receiving the batched message
from a remote node, during this time, each node is idle. According
to our experiments, inter-node communication takes 82% to 91% of
total execution time, which implies significant time wasted waiting
for remote node messages. Note that this issue may get worse in
Tesseract because a cube could send and receive both inter-cube
and inter-node message at any time, the large latency difference
will result in more imbalanced execution.

To solve this problem,we propose a simple but effective bandwidth-
aware hybrid execution model, that performs potentially useful
computation during idle time. The idea is shown in Figure 9 (a).
When each node finishes the execution of an iteration and has
to wait for the remote batched message, they can run more itera-
tions based on local subgraph. In this way, the PIM of each node
can make use of the idle wait cycles to perform local computation.
Specifically, we call the normal iteration as global iteration, which is
composed of multiple local iterations. In a global iteration, the first
local iteration is performed after the most recent remote updates are
received, the other local iterations are performed based on local sub-
graph only. In other words, each node runs several local iterations
“asynchronously” within the cube before a global synchronization
among node at the end of the global iteration. The mechanism pro-
posed in Section 3.1 is still applicable to the local iteration, which
is composed of several rounds. During inter-node communication,
the loads for local iterations in different nodes can be different,

but since it is opportunistic and all overlapped with much longer
inter-node communication, such imbalance is not an issue. This
model matches the hierarchical bandwidth in multi-node PIM by
overlapping the longer inter-node communication with more local
computation. Essentially, this design presents a mid-point between
synchronous and asynchronous execution model—inside a global
iteration, the nodes execute asynchronously.

In general, the hybrid execution model is applicable for asynchro-
nous iterative algorithms as defined in ASPIRE [66] that can tolerate
stale values. The computations that are left behind can be viewed
to generate stale values. As long as the system can ensure bounded
staleness, the results are correct, and there is no need to recovery
re-computation. ASPIRE ensures such property by maintaining the
staleness information with each vertex. In our hybrid model, since
the global synchronization will eventually happen, the staleness
is also bounded. All the four algorithms we evaluated (BFS, WCC,
PageRank and SSSP) belong to this algorithm category. We experi-
mentally confirmed that they all produce the correct results. Note
that the property is proved in [66]. The intuition of the correct-
ness is that, the remote intermediate results (e.g., shortest path in
other subgraphs) will eventually be propagated to the local node
and “correct” the potentially staled local results. Similar idea was
applied in out-of-core system [2], where the subgraph loaded into
memory (the other parts are in disk) are processed with multiple
iterations. The purpose is to tolerate longer disk access latency. We
uniquely apply the idea in multi-node PIM architecture.

Figure 9 (b) shows a running example of Single Source Shortest
Path (SSSP) with Bellman-Ford algorithm [7]. We compare hybrid
execution model with unified iterations. The graph is partitioned
into two nodes, indicated in different colors. On the bottom left, we
show the change of distance vector using hybrid execution. We can
see that the whole execution incurs three global iterations, they are
marked by different colors. The edges in the graph that result in
inter-node communication are also marked with the corresponding
colors. We can see that during the first global iteration, three local
iterations are executed. During the second one, only one local
iterations is executed—this case is the same as unified iteration.
During the third global iteration, two local iterations are executed.
On the bottom right, we show the change of distance vector with
unified iterations. We can see that in total four global iterations are
needed—one iteration more than the hybrid execution. Note that it
is a small example showing the insights, the iteration reduction is
only one. In real graphs, as we show in the evaluation, the benefit
is significant.

The hybrid execution model is general and widely applicable,
because many algorithms executed in the graph parallel execution
model are asynchronous and iterative. The parallel version of a
certain algorithm is typically different from the optimal sequential
version. For example, Dijkstra algorithm for SSSP [15] is sequential
and difficult to parallelize. For this reason, the graph processing
framework normally uses the non-optimal (i.e., may lead to redun-
dant work) but more relaxed iterative algorithms (e.g., Bellman-
Ford algorithm [7] for SSSP) which are more amendable for parallel
execution. The hybrid execution is applicable to all such relaxed
iterative algorithms used in parallel graph processing. It is possible
to support sequential optimal algorithms (e.g., Dijkstra) in a type
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of architecture that can execute logically sequential tasks in par-
allel with speculative execution, e.g., Ordered Parallelism [24, 45].
Since PIM does not provide the architectural supports required for
speculative tasks and most parallel graph processing frameworks
have not yet considered that option, we leave it as future work.

3.4 Novelty and Discussion
GraphQ is inspired by the ideas in distributed graph processing
and irregular applications. It does not weaken the contribution of
this paper because: 1) we are the first to investigate the benefits in
the context of PIM with detailed architecture model; and 2) some
subtle but important differences exist.

The communication and computation overlapping arewell-known
optimizations in high performance computing [14, 54]. Our archi-
tectural model captures key aspects such as the reduction of com-
munication energy and each core’s interrupt overhead. They are not
considered in distributed graph processing (e.g., Gemini [73]). The
idea of local reduction near sources is explored in PowerGraph [19].
However, it is only one technique (among the three) that enables
the predictable and batched communication in GraphQ.

The more subtle distinction is batching. Grappa [47] and AS-
PIRE [66] are two closely related recent work. They are both latency-
tolerant distributed shared memory (DSM) system and use batching
to reduce communication overhead. The key difference between
GraphQ is message aggregation. In Grappa and ASPIRE, the mes-
sage aggregation is dynamic and unstructured, which means that if
the sender accumulates several messages for the same destination,
a batched message can be formed and sent to the receiver. It is
dynamic because the aggregation is determined by the runtime
processing order of vertices and the graph. Due to the unstruc-
tured batching, the communication is still irregular. In comparison,
the message aggregation in GraphQ is static and structured, which
means that the messages to the same destination are forced to be
generated and sent. As a result, the communication becomes regu-
lar. In fact, the batching mechanism in Tesseract is exactly dynamic
and unstructured: during one iteration, a cube can send multiple
batched messages to the same remote cube. In GraphQ, a cube can
only send one batched message to the same remote cube. Tesseract
is more similar to Grappa and ASPIRE. Moreover, due to regular
communication, GraphQ enables link power down.

Both Grappa and ASPIRE require an outstanding thread or core
to manage communication. In particular, ASPIRE needs to maintain
the per-vertex information on staleness. While it is possible to have
such support in a DSM with a x86 core working on a full-fledged
NIC, it is infeasible to implement in PIM.

Next, we discuss two closely related schemes. GraphH [13] also
uses the idea of rounded execution and batching. It is implemented
by reconfiguring interconnection network and relies on the host
processor to control the switch status of all connections. Instead,
GraphQ only requires lightweight hardware primitives. We believe
that our approach is more flexible and incurs much less hardware
modifications. Nevertheless, besides rounded execution that en-
hance the efficiency of inter-cube communication. GraphP [72]
uses replicas to reduce inter-cube communication, converting one
message per inter-cube edge to one message per replica synchro-
nization. However, such replica synchronization still incurs irreg-
ular communication, making it suffer from the similar drawbacks

as Tesseract. The irregular communication in GraphP also limits
its capability to overlap communication with computation, which
explains the reported minor improvement (Figure 10 and 11 in [72]).

In summary, the key takeaway in GraphQ is that, the static
and structured communication pattern is critical to achieve good
throughput and performance on PIM-based architecture.

4 GRAPHQ IMPLEMENTATION
GraphQ is implemented by runtime and architecture co-design:
the architecture provides the communication and synchronization
primitives; and runtime system orchestrates the execution of the
user-defined functions with batched inter-cube communication and
decoupled intra-cube data movements using architectural primi-
tives. The proposed techniques are transparently implemented, thus
require no code modification. Similar to other graph processing
frameworks, GraphQ is fully compatible with the widely-used ver-
tex programming model. Programmers only need to define three
functions: processEdge, reduce, apply.

4.1 Architectural Primitives
4.1.1 Inter-Cube: Batched Communication.
Communication Primitives GraphQ architecture provides three
inter-cube primitives: initBatch, sendBatch, recvBatch.

To initiate communication, each cube registers its send and re-
ceive buffer through initBatch. The local router allocates two
shadow send and receive buffer in memory, and initializes status
flags for each buffer. These flags keep track of buffer availability.

The sendBatch is, in essence, buffered non-blocking asynchro-
nous send. This primitive offloads the send operation to router after
the send buffer in memory is copied to its corresponding shadow
buffer, so that the computation can proceed and send buffer can be
reused. Before starting writing to remote buffer, the router checks
the flag of remote shadow receive buffer to make sure that it can
be overwritten.

The recvBatch is blocking synchronous and does not require
any parameters. In our ordered batched communication, the source
cube id of messages can be inferred from round ID. The status of
receive buffer indicates whether new messages have arrived. If
so, the messages are copied from shadow receive buffer to receive
buffer in memory and flags are reset. The reduce function can be
executed only after receiving updates from remote cubes, except
the last round.
Inter-cube Link In GraphQ, with respect to one intercube routing
algorithm, we know at static time that some links are idle in the
entire round. Moreover, at runtime, when the communication time
is overlapped by computation, we can set the links to idle or sleep
mode when the communication has completed. In HMC, this is can
be achieved by setting the “Power-Down” signal according to HMC
specification 2.1 [12]. We also take into consideration the link state
transition time (150 µs). The benefit of this optimization is more
prominent when the graph size is larger, because the transition
time will become negligible.
4.1.2 Intra-Cube: Specialized Message Passing.
Compute Units GraphQ uses single-issue in-order cores in the
logic dies to meet the thermal and area requirements. We leverage
heterogeneous cores to fully utilize the high memory bandwidth.
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Process Unit (PU) is responsible for sequentially reading vertices
and edges frommemory and performing operations (processEdge).
A simple stride prefetcher is employed to match the high memory
bandwidth and hide latency. The output of PUs are update messages
to be sent to AUs through the on-chip network.
Apply Unit (AU) receives update messages from PUs, performs
reduce, and writes (apply) destination vertices with random ac-
cesses. In essence, AUs prepare the batched messages to be sent to
a remote cube at the end of a round. Instead of using a prefetcher,
we replace the private cache of each core with a programmer con-
trolled scratchpad memory (SPM) as data cache. On one hand, SPM
is faster than L1 cache. On the other hand, SPM allows the soft-
ware to explicitly allocate space in SPM, and vertex data will not
be evicted due to cache replacements.

The PUs and AUs in a cube form a data movement pipeline: PUs
continuously perform data processing and send update messages
to AUs through on-chip interconnect; AUs randomly fill SPM with
the reduced updates. In the end of a round, the prepared batched
message is written sequentially from SPM to send buffer in memory.
On-chip Interconnect In order to support the pipelined data
movements from PU to AU, GraphQ provides primitives: Send,
Recv, Sync; and architecture supports: local router, message queues,
interconnection between cores for intra-cube communication. The
separation of inter-cube and intra-cube communication leads to
simpler interconnect and router design and lower pressure to hard-
ware resources. In our implementation, each PU has a send queue
and each AU has a receive queue. The local router is responsible
for moving data from send queues of PUs to receive queues of AUs.

Send is executed asynchronously. For a PU, sending a message
simply means moving data from register to its send queue and
continuing the execution without waiting for any return value. The
message transfer will be handled by the local router. Recv fetches
one message from queue. When a new message arrives, AU uses
Recv to move it from receive queue to register. Sync is a signal
emitted by PUs to notify all AUs in the same cube, indicating that
it has reached the end of a round.

Although Send is asynchronous, it can block a PU when its
send queue is full. This is a common problem for both Tesseract and
GraphQ. However, because GraphQ’s on-chip network only handles
intra-cube communication, in practice we can choose proper queues
capacity (less than that in Tesseract) to buffer the incoming send
messages.

To avoid the overhead of context switch, we implement the prim-
itives by extending the instruction set of PU and AU. In addition,
reading from or writing to message queue takes one cycle, without
stalling processor pipeline. It is reasonable for the small intra-cube
messages of graph applications, in which the essential operation is
updating vertex values. Typically, the vertex value has basic data
type less than 64 bits, such as int or float. It is true for all appli-
cations evaluated in the paper. With 64-bits vertex ID, the message
size is only 128 bit.

4.2 Parameter Consideration
In the implementation, we need to decide certain key parameters.
The first is the number of PUs and AUs. The total number of cores
is limited by the size of logic die per cube. The number of PUs

should fully exploit memory bandwidth. For example, in HMC, the
available internal bandwidth is 320 GB/s. Suppose the PUs run at 1
GHz and a prefetcher of 64Bworks perfectly with sequential pattern,
6 PUs are enough. In contrast, AUs should be able to consume the
stream of messages from PUs and clear the receive queue in time.
We tune these parameters so that the execution is rarely blocked
by hardware resources limitation. In GraphQ, the number of PUs
and AUs are both 8, and the queue size is 16.

The second issue is the size of scratchpad memory. In Tesseract,
the compute unit is ARM Cortex A5, with configurable L1 data
cache from 4KB up to 64KB. We expect our program-controlled
SPM has capacity of the same order and thus use 64KB SPM per
AU. In total, we have 8*64 KB SPMs per cube, which can hold 128K
vertex values of 4 Bytes. Since in one round, only 1/16 of total
vertices can be destination, graphs with less than 2M (16*128K)
vertices can be completely held in SPMs. If the input graph size
increases, we can further divide the vertices into more blocks as
we will see later in Section 4.3.2.

4.3 GraphQ Runtime System
GraphQ allows programmers to specify graph applications using
vertex programming interface; and the mechanisms for regular
communication and data movements are supported transparently
by runtime system. Due to space limit, we do not include inter-
node supports, but it is similar to inter-cube. The number of local
iterations in a global iteration can be specified as a parameter.
For intra-cube execution, we will first explain the case when the
memory usage of destination vertices does not exceed the SPM
capacity, and then discuss the solution to scale to larger graphs at
the end of Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Inter-Cube Communication. Figure 10 shows the pseudocode
for one iteration concurrently executed in each cube based on
vertex programming API and batched communication primitives.
The current cube ID is stored in myId, ranging from 0 to (cubeNum-
1), cubeNum is the total number of cubes. The source and destination
of cube ID of inter-cube communication in a round is fromId and
toId, respectively. To enable batched communication, three local
buffers are used for each cube. They are sendBuffer, which buffers
the updates to be sent to remote cubes in each round; recvBuffer,
which buffers the updates received from other cubes by the end of
each round; and tempBuffer, which stores the partially reduced
values.

In each round, graph blocks corresponding to destinations in
cube toId are streamed in (line 7 and 8), update messages are gen-
erated (line 9) and reduced in sendBuffer (line 10). At the end
of the round, i.e., computation has finished, each cube performs
inter-cube communication (line 13 and 14). During the period of
rounds, updates from remote cube in the previous round are re-
ceived with recvBuf with recvBatch primitive (line 20) and re-
duced in tempBuffer (line 22). Updates in sendBuffer are trans-
ferred in batch using sendBatch primitive (line 14).

In the first round, we will not call recvBatch (if-statement at line
19), because no messages are expected to arrive in round 0: the first
batched message will be sent in the end of round 0, which will be
received by the end of round 1, so the overlapped computation and
communication starts from round 1. In the last round, sendBatch
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1 sendBuf = local Array[DataType]

2 recvBuf = local Array[DataType]

3 tempBuf = local Array[DataType] //partially reduced

values

4 InitBatch(sendBuf, recvBuf)

5 for (roundId = 0; roundId < cubeNum; roundId++) {

6 toId = (myId + roundId + 1) % cubeNum

7 for (v <- GraphBlock.vertices) {

8 for (u <- outNbrs(v)) { //overlapped with comm

9 res = processEdge(u.value, v.value, ...)

10 sendBuf(u) = reduce(sendBuf(u), res)

11 }

12 }

13 if (roundId != (cubeNum-1)) { //end of each round

14 SendBatch(toId) //except last round

15 } else { //end of last round

16 for (v <- Partition.vertices)

17 tempBuf(v) = reduce(tempBuf(v),

sendBuf(v)) //local reduce

18 }

19 if (roundId != 0) {

20 RecvBatch() //each round except first

21 for (v <- Partition.vertices)

22 tempBuf(v) = reduce(tempBuf(v),

recvBuf(v)) //per-round reduce

23 }

24 }

25 for (v <- Partition.vertices) //final apply

26 v.value, v.active = apply(tempBuf(v), v.value)

Figure 10: Ordered Batch Inter-cube Communication Code

1 for (v <- Partition.vertices) {

2 for (e <- GraphBlock.outEdges(v)) {

3 res = processEdge(e, v.value, ...)

4 Send(res)

5 }

6 }

7 Sync()

Figure 11: Process Unit Code

is omitted (if-statement at line 13), because in round (cubeNum-1)
the generated updates should be reduced locally.

Note that, while sendBuf (line 10) is nonblocking, the whole
batched send communication might be blocked. It is because the
sender needs to wait until the remote shadow receive buffer be-
comes available. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, this is ensured by
the semantic of sendBatch primitive: the router will automatically
check whether the shadow buffer on remote cube is available, if
not, the data is kept in shadow send buffer and wait.

Finally, after finishing the rounded execution (in line 17) updates
from local cube (i.e., in sendBuf) and remote cubes in this iteration
have already been reduced (i.e., in tempBuf). The finally reduced
updates are applied to vertex states (line 26), which will be used as
new vertex states in the next iteration.
4.3.2 Intra-Cube Message Passing. In Figure 10, computation in
each round (line 10 to 16 and line 18 to 23) is modified to leverage
the pipelined heterogeneous compute units. The runtime operations
for PUs and AUs are shown in Figure 11 and 12, respectively.

1 buffer = Arary[DataType]

2 countSync = 0

3 while (countSync < numPU) {

4 msg = Recv()

5 msg match {

6 case Sync() => countSync++

7 case Send(uData, uAddr) =>

8 buffer(uAddr) = reduce(buffer(uAddr), uData)

9 }

10 }

11 buffer.flush()

Figure 12: Apply Unit Code

The code in PU resembles the original program in Figure 10,
except that the reduce function is replaced with send. The graph
blocks in each PU is further divided and organized as a contiguous
region in memory. Hence, all memory accesses in PU are sequential,
which can benefit from the high intra-cube memory bandwidth.
When all edges in its block have been processed, PU broadcasts
sync message to all AUs in the same cube.

As shown in Figure 12, an AU allocates a buffer in SPM, as a
copy of sendBuffer in Figure 10. AU uses a counter countSync
to keep track of the number of PUs synced. The main body of
AU implementation is a while-loop, which keeps peeking message
queues with the Recv primitive. Once a new message arrives, the
data is reduced in buffer residing in SPM. If the message is a Sync,
countSync is increased. The loop exits when sync messages from
all PUs have been received. Finally, each AU will flush the buffer in
SPM to memory with sequential writes.

Figure 13: GraphQ
Intra-Cube Execution

When the graph is larger, the
destination vertices can not fit
into the SPMs. GraphQ will di-
vide the destination vertices to
smaller sub-partitions and run the
intra-cube execution for each sub-
partition. Figure 13 shows the
intra-cube execution of one round
for one cube in matrix view of a
graph. In the figure, we have 4
PUs, 4 AUs and 2 sub-partitions. Each sub-partition contains edges
with half destination vertices subset. In the first run, only 3 edges
will be processed by PUs, and they all have the same destination
vertex assigned to AU3. After all the edges are applied, we synchro-
nize and start the next run. In this way, we can run arbitrary large
graphs while all the apply operations fall in SPMs.

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate GraphQ based on zSim [53], a scalable x86-64 multicore
simulator.Wemodified zSim according to HMC’s memory and inter-
connection model, heterogeneous compute units, on-chip network
and other hardware features. While zSim does not natively support
HMC interconnection simulation, we insert a NOC layer between
LLC and memory to simulate different intra-cube and inter-cube
memory bandwidth. The results are validated against NDP [18]. For
compute units, we use 256 single-issue in-order cores in Tesseract
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Table 3: Graphs Datasets

Graphs #Vertices #Edges
ego-Twitter (TT) [42] 81K 2.4M

Soc-Slashdot0902 (SD) [36] 82K 0.95M
Amazon0302 (AZ) [32] 262K 1.2M

Wiki (WK) [8] 4.2M 101M
LiveJournal (LJ) [36] 4.8M 69M

and GraphP. Each core has 32KB L1 instruction cache and 64K L1
data cache. Cache line size is 64B and simulation frequency is 1000
MHz. In GraphQ, we also use the same number of cores-256 in total,
in which 128 are PUs and 128 are AUs. PU has a 64B prefetcher
with 4KB buffer and AU has a 64KB scratchpad memory. Each core
has a 16-entry message queue and 32KB L1 instruction cache, with
no L2 or shared cache. For memory configuration, we use 16 cubes
(8 GB capacity, 512 banks). The cubes are connected with the Drag-
onfly topology [27]. The maximal internal data bandwidth of each
cube is 320GB/s. We run four widely-used application benchmarks:
Breadth-First Search (BFS), Weakly Connected Component (WCC),
PageRank(PR) [50], Single Source Shortest (SSSP). 1 Figure 3 shows
the graph datasets that we use in our experiment respectively. The
dataset is similar as in GraphP, where we replace WikiVote [33]
with a larger Wiki graph. 2

The energy consumption of the inter-cube interconnect is esti-
mated as two components: a) The dynamic consumption, which
is proportional to the number of flit transfer events that happen
among each pair of cubes; and b) the static consumption, which
corresponds to the energy cost when the interconnect is plugged in
power but in idle state (i.e., no transfer event happens). We use zSim
to count the number of transfer events and use ORION 3.0 [25] to
model the dynamic and static power of each router. We calculate
the leakage energy of the whole interconnect from the flit transfers.
We also validated Table 1 in [64] with McPAT [37].

5.2 Comparing with Tesseract
From Figure 14, GraphQ achieves 1.1x - 14x speedup across all
four benchmarks with different graph inputs. Specifically, for WC-
C/PageRank with batching, the maximum speedups reach 6x/4x.
When the intra-cube optimization is enabled, the further increase to
16x/6x. BFS and SSSP achieve less maximum speedup (2x-3x). The
reason is that WCC and Pagerank are “all-active” benchmarks, i.e.,
all vertices in the graph are active in each iteration, while BFS and
SSSP only enable partial vertices and edges. Thus WCC and Pager-
ank benefit more from batching communication. While there are
other algorithms for WCC and PageRank that does not require all-
active execution, we use the all-active in this paper (same in many
other publications [22, 72–74]) to demonstrate the performance
characteristics in various application settings.

Figure 15 shows the time breakdown. In GraphQ, computation
and communication cannot fully overlap. The interruption adds
extra overhead of about 10%, and synchronization taks 10% to 50%
time. In GraphQ, two parts are almost invisible: communication

1For BFS, we do not use direction-switch optimization. For SSSP, We run Bellman-Ford
algorithm for fixed number of iterations.
2We do not use road graphs because the dataset are relatively small to fit in one
memory cube.
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Figure 15: Execution time breakdown
is overlapped by computation; intra-cube synchronization (among
compute units in the same cube) is low. The inter-cube synchroniza-
tion percentage is high. In some cases it reaches 60% and is higher
than Tesseract. However, considering that GraphQ total execution
time is less, the absolute time wasted in synchronization is still less
in GraphQ. The conclusion is that overall GraphQ regular batch
communication is better than Tesseract irregular peer-to-peer com-
munication. We admit that the current design has much room for
improvement to reduce synchronization and achieves better load
balance.

Figure 16 illustrates total bytes transferred by inter-cube routers,
with results normalized to Tesseract. Compared with Tesseract,
GraphQ reduces the communication amount by at least 70% in all
experiments. First, Tesseract inter-cube global routers are respon-
sible for handling both inter-cube and intra-cube communication,
while intra-cube messages in GraphQ are sent through on-die net-
work and not counted (Section 3.2). Second, the batch optimization
in inter-cube communication combines somemessages at the sender
size (Section 3.1). Note that when running BFS and SSSP on work-
load AZ in GraphQ, the inter-cube transfer amount is negligible.
This is because AZ has good locality and most updates are applied
in the same cube without generating inter-cube messages.

5.3 Comparing with GraphP
We also implement GraphP and quantitatively compare it with
GraphQ. Among the four common graph datasets, the overall per-
formance of GraphQ is consistently better: GraphQ speedup is 3.2x
on average and 13.9x at maximum, while GraphP is only 1.6x and
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Figure 17: Energy Consumption
3.9x. In GraphP, overlapping is not effective: in several dataset ap-
plying the technique leads to slower result due to the dynamic
execution. GraphQ enables efficient overlapping with structured
batching. Moreover, GraphQ benefits from intra-cube optimization,
which is considered in GraphP. The pipelined architecture leverages
the high local memory bandwidth and accelerate the computation
further by 56%.

5.4 Energy Consumption
Figure 17 shows the interconnect energy consumption of GraphQ
compared with Tesseract. As we can see, batching contributes from
10% to 85% reduction and batching with PU/AU optimization con-
tributes up to 90% reduction in energy cost in most of our exper-
iment runs. The energy cost of the interconnect consists of both
the static consumption and the dynamic consumption, which are
determined by the execution time (performance) and communica-
tion amount, respectively. Figure 17 also demonstrates the energy
cost with cubes’ low-power option enabled. We see that GraphQ’s
capability of setting the low-power option further saves around 50%
- 80% of energy across all benchmarks and thus drastically reduces
energy cost by 81% on average and 98% in maximum.

5.5 Effect of PU/AU Ratio
Figure 18 shows different performance results under different PU/AU
configuration, when running pagerank on enwiki graph. If there
are only 2 to 4 PUs, the memory bandwidth is far from saturation
and thus it spends 87% more cycles compared with the optimal
case. If we replace most AUs with PUs, the system is bottlenecked
by the AU operations, i.e., writing to SPM. In this setting, total cy-
cles will increase by 93%. With poor configuration, the streamlined
processing can even get worse performance.
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Figure 18: Performance w.r.t Different PU/AU Ratios

5.6 Multi-Node Performance
We evaluate a 4-node system where each machine has the same
HMCmemory setting as in the single-node performance evaluation.
The inter-node, inter-cube and intra-cube bandwidth are 6GB/s,
120GB/s and 360GB/s, respectively. Each global iteration contains
four local iterations. The results are shown in Figure 19 where
speedup is normalized to GraphQ single node PIM performance.
For many test cases, multi-node Tesseract speedup is less than
1, it is because the inter-node communication becomes the new
bottleneck. Moreover, the problem of irregular communication in
Tesseract becomes worse in a low bandwidth multi-node setting
and significantly limits its scalability. Take PageRank as an example,
single-node Tesseract is 3x to 14x slower than GraphQ, while the
multi-node Tesseract can be 61x slower than GraphQ. The speedup
of GraphQ is also less in multi-node setting, but due to regular batch
communication and fast single-node design, multi-node GraphQ is
consistently better than Tesseract.

GraphQ’s hybrid execution alleviates this problem and makes
PIM-based graph processing still efficient across different machines.
In a 4-node PIM, the speedup is 2.98× compared with single-node
GraphQ, which translates into a 98.34× speedup compared with a
single node with conventional memory hierarchy of the same mem-
ory size. This is because the 4-node system has more computing
resources (more cores embedded in the cube) and memory band-
width. Specifically considering hybrid execution model, it leads to
average 39.3% (at most 2.57×) speedups than the executions without
the optimization.

5.7 Larger Graphs
We can not run larger graphs due to simulation constraints. 3 How-
ever, for larger graphs, load imbalance among different cubes in
the same round might lead to more inter-node synchronization and
significant increase in total time.

To evaluate the issue for larger graphs, we use the similarmethod-
ology to investigate estimate load imbalance as in Section 3.1. If
there is no inter-cube synchronization (no rounded execution in
GraphQ), the total time will be determined by the slowest cube,
i.e. the maximum of the sum of cube time in all rounds. If there is
the additional synchronization in GraphQ, the time spent in each
round will be determined by the slowest cube, i.e. maximum cube
time in each round, and the total time is the sum of all rounds.
3While both [45] and GraphQ also uses zsim, the number of cores simulated in our
study is much larger, so we can not run the same larger graphs.
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Figure 19: Multi-Node Performance

In graph processing, the execution time can be approximated by
the number of traversed edges. To get the number of edges, we
run three very large graphs (aforementioned in Table 2) in real
distributed systems [73] with 16 nodes. The results show that load
imbalance introduced by GraphQ synchronization is 33%, 27%, and
0.55% of total computation respectively. The average synchroniza-
tion overhead is even smaller than the smaller graphs we use in
Table 3.

Based on the above discussion, we believe that for larger graphs,
the benefit of regular communication is more than the additional
synchronization. Therefore, GraphQ is still better than Tesseract.

6 RELATEDWORK
Tesseract [1] is the first PIM-based accelerator and is the base-
line of this paper. Ozdal et al. [49] proposed an accelerator for
asynchronous graph processing, which features efficient hardware
scheduling and dependence tracking. Both GraphQ and Tesseract
are designed for synchronous processing. GraphPIM [46] demon-
strates the performance benefits for graph applications by adding
the atomic operations to PIM. Graphicionado [22] is a high perfor-
mance customized graph accelerator, based on specialized memory
subsystem, instead of PIM. GraphP [72] proposes a graph partition-
ing method that reduces inter-cube communication, but it is based
on single node and did not enable the regular data movements. [6]
characterized the memory system performance of graph processing
workloads and proposed a physically decoupled prefetcher that
improves the performance of these workloads. Overlapping com-
munication and computation [41, 54, 65], graph partition [30, 71],
graph load balance [59], and graph load characterization [60, 61] is
studied extensively in distributed computing setting. However, it is
a new problem in PIM with multiple cubes and nodes.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes GraphQ, a novel PIM-based graph processing
architecture that eliminates irregular data movements. The key idea
is to generate static and structured communication with runtime
system and architecture co-design. Using a zSim-based simulator
and five real-world graphs and four algorithms, the results show
that GraphQ achieves on average 3.3× and maximum 13.9x speedup,
81% energy saving compared to Tesseract. Comparing to GraphP,
GraphQ achieves more speedups to Tesseract. In addition, the 4-
node GraphQ achieves 98.34× speedup compared to a single node
with the same memory size using conventional memory hierarchy.
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